cartography as environmental language

Levi Walter Yaggy, *Model Of The Earth’s Core and Surface*, 1887
architecture as environmental apparatus

Unknown author, *Map of Main Waterways in Istanbul, 1815*
frame > layers > system
1) frame site

Coachella Valley, CA, USA
1) frame site
2) trace layers
2) trace layers
3) combine system

Gilda G., 2015
2) trace layers
assignments

drawing > tracing > mapping
1) drawing
2) tracing

Emeline P., 2018           Julia M. and Eloise F., 2018           Clémentine A., 2018
3) mapping
research

mapping environmental totalities
Loris V. and Isabelle C., *Piscina das Marés*, 2017
1. Giza Pyramids, Cairo
2. Meidan Emam, Isfahan
3. Alhambra, Granada
4. Cabo Espichel, Setúbal
5. Taliesin West, Scottsdale
6. Climat de France, Algiers
7. Piscina das Marés, Porto
8. Genex Tower, Belgrade
9. Public Pools, Bellizona
10. Public Pools, Bellizona

Charlotte D. and Fiona U. Bairro da Bouça, 2017
1. Giza Pyramids
2. Grand Bazaar of Ifahan
3. Alhambra
4. Stabian Baths
5. Meidan Emam
6. Taliesin West, Scottsdale
7. Climat de France
8. Piscina das Marés
9. Public Pools
10. Genex Tower
11. Public Pools
12. FAUP

Sarah S. and Gael Z.
*Grand Bazaar of Ifahan, 2018*
Derek R. and Nicola M.
*Climat de France*, 2018
environmental objects exhibition
Vaiñana, Abode of the supreme god Viñayu, mid 19th century

Valle da pesca nel XVI secolo, Venezia